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In Religious Statecraft, Mohammad Ayatollahi
Tabaar makes the bold claim that Iranian politics
and ideology are not driven by a bedrock of un‐
changing Islamic principles within the Shi’a tradi‐
tion. Instead, Tabaar argues that the opposite has
been true spanning the four decades since the
1979 Iranian Revolution. The central figures in
Iran driving the ideological narrative have been
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and his successor,
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. While being explicit not
to attack their personal religious sincerity or be‐
liefs, Tabaar describes in detail how these leaders
crafted the narrative of Islam to stay in power and
meet the political end of regime survival by
weaponizing it to disarm their domestic adversar‐

Tabaar begins his book with a background of
Iranian Shi’a Islam and follows with a chronolo‐
gical depiction of modern Iranian history from the
rise of Ayatollah Khomeini through President Has‐
san Rouhani’s 2017 reelection. Contrary to what
an outsider may assume about a political theo‐
cracy, Iran’s leaders have handcrafted their own
interpretations of Islamic law and governance to
fit their political agendas, to secure the support of
the masses, and to isolate dissenters. Tabaar’s
work also illuminates how elites vying for power
shape the competitive domestic political environ‐
ment within Iran by adapting their messages and
tactics because of threats to their own political
survival.
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While Tabaar’s book focuses most heavily on

but reverting to an ultraconservative government

Khomeini’s influence on Iranian religious ideology

when the combative Mahmoud Ahmadinejad won

throughout the Islamic Republic of Iran’s forty-
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when
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emerged of the state brutality. Nevertheless, the
regime stood fast and President Ahmadinejad was
reelected. Despite this setback, the Green move‐
ment demonstrates the critical role that media has
played in shaping values and ideology within Iran
along with the strong presence of dissenting views
that could operate freely until the parallel state es‐
tablishment learned how to suppress them.
Tabaar’s last chapter describes the conten‐
tious domestic environment resulting from the in‐
ternational effort to negotiate a nuclear agree‐
ment with Iran. Despite the P5+1 team producing
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